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CHAPTER I
,I
i
INTRODUCTION
,,
1,1	 Origin anal Importance of this Investigation
^iit Cavitation is an im octa l nt consideration. in the design andP
ii analysis of liquid handling machinery,	 Cavitation will occur. in any
liquid flow whenever the local pressure. is, reduced. below sotie critical
^ value.	 It is generally assumed that cavitation will occur when the
``	 ^ minimum pressure. in a flow reaches the vapor:.,pressure based on the
free stream temperature of ;the ^iqude	 However, this assumption . is
^
`	 ' invalid if s	 nific.ant thermodynamic effects are present..	 ffig
^ A continuous su	 l	 of va or is re uired to sustain a developedPP y	 P	 q
^avi^y	 Tt^.x_ ^waporization process requires a transfer . of heat to the
^,	
^^^
I
#:
cavity, so that the `temperature of the cavity will always be Tess;
s,	 ^
than the free s;,^Fam temperature of the liquid 	 This localized	 '.
^ cooi:ng phen^,menon is r^Eferxed to as the thermodynamic effects
The detExmination of the cavity pressure is of primary.
ri
^,
I 'important e' in dE^^eloped cavity flows., 	 The thermodynamic _effe.a can.
significantly influence the cavity pressure when the liquid
temperature (Tj is close to the-critical temperature where "the-
^^ magntude^cf the: vapor pressure (PV) and its derivative dP^ jdT are
large-.
i2
i
I^'I
i_
In recent years, thermodynamic effects have become increasingly
', important due to the need'to design tuYbomachines for operation in'-
cr.ya,gens such as liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen-
	
For e these liquids,
:;:.
the aperacing temperature is closer to the critical temperature, and.
thermodynamic effects can be sgn^ifcantA
	 ,^
A signzfzcant thermodynamic effect can occur in any cavtatng
liquid	 Due to the'complex nature of a developed cavz^ty	 prediction
of cavity temperature depressions is a difficult .cask, and extensive
study of this subject-is needed
,,
E	 'i	 i
i_
^
2	 Previous Investigations
'. Stahl and Stepanoff [1] * were two of the first'>nvestigarors	
.;^
^	 ;^ i
I
_
who studied. the thermodynamic effect on developed cavities 	 In Char
;^^	 r 'i paper, the B-factor method based on aquasi-static theory was
'	 ^ I ^ievelapEd t^.,r peed^ccing thermodynamic effects :with particular.
^. ^ i
' emphasis ^n pump applications.	 Fisher [2], Jacobs [3]
	
and Acosta
^: ^
^.
-and Hollander	 4] also considered the B-factor a 	 ro^	 ^	 PP	 ach and its
^.
<: __
`applzcacicn.	 Later,>other investigators such as Salemann [5],;
^.
_..
Sprakcr [6], and Hammitt ['7] experimentally determined the effect
cf. fluid property vac^acions an the performance characteristics rat
r
,_	
-
pumps	 ^.
I,	 ,__
Nc^SA has undertaken a, program `
	o extend the previous-rwork 'in
'an effort t^^ obtain improved design criteria to'aid in the
^.
._	 ^
``
^^
HucnbErs in brackets refer to the List of References' at the end of
. this `thes ^	 ,
;;
!_	 '	
__
___ _ __
___	 ^ _.
3	
_.
f	 _	 ,
r^dctian ,^f ^avitatin um erfP	 _	 g P F P	 ormancea Ruggeri, eta al. [8-10]
	
`	 ^	 _-	 _	 __
I	 and Hord, et al. [1L-16] have obtained extensive=experimental data
-.
	
.^	 of cavity pressure and emperature depressions fat • a variety of
i
	
^	 mo3e1 shape: and fluids, and have correlated the results using the. 	 1
-- ,---
	
!	
n-fa:. tox` theory ^ ..	 ^
	
:,	 -	 _	 _
Recently, Billet [L7] has proposed an alternative- o-the
B-factor .approach 	 This method, called .the Entrainment-r_heory; is_^
	
a	
a dynamic approach based on an energy balance for the ca yity^ The
	
E{	 entrainment theory appears to be a 'better physical model than the 	 ,
B-fa^rLr theory,. al hough bo*_h theories are quasi-empirical. in
na c ^sre
^	 —
1 3 Purpose cr the ln^vesti anon	 ,
	
i	 The purpose of thi;- ir.vestige.tion is twofold. First, the
	
^	
_ --
entrainment theory concepts are extended. by additonal'Experimenta:i	 .>
	
^.	 - -
	 -
3nd,thec;ret3.a1 anay^es tc show chat it is a fa-vota'ble alternative
	
i	 ^	 .
Lr `the B-tact^t thee: y. Second, a deta.^le:d summax'y oz -Xther
invevtigd.tions is g^^=en tr, e^rablsh the c;^rrent state ^f knowledgE
_.;
^_
fc^r predit*.:ng tha -herniodynam^.r effect on developed cavitation.
TY;- principal -tt;e_;'ewi:a: znd experimental results are presented 	 ''.
r'cr r_ompacisr,r= w^ch results v;btarned in-'this study
,,
=:§
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIDiENTAL INVESTIGATIGNS
^^`,
2^1
	
Introduction
Due to the complex nature of a developed ^a ity flow, experi- 	 ,^,
mental determination of the cavity characteristics is probably the
most important ptlase of this investigation. 	 Knowledge of the cavity
presuure,	 temperature, geometry, and vapor. mass flow mate is
ii necessary to treat problems concerning thermodynamic°effects av
we 11 as other developed cavity phenomenon. 	 In this chapteY,
^ expeT.^mentaL prodedures used in this study are presented ar^d the
^"^
i
-r	 ^	 g	 ^^Lhata•,eristics of the resultin	 data discussed.^
t .,
^.	 I 2^2	 E"aczlities and Models	 ^.
x
^ Tcap fac;il1ties were used to 'conduct the experimental 	 i
Yn^estigation, both of which are located at the, Applied Research
Laboratory of The-Pennsylvania State University.. 	 The primary
I f^c.iLir	 used is the NASA-s onsored ultra-hi h-s eed'caiitat.ion`-y	 P	 g	 P
^ tunnel as stlewn is F^.gure 1 ^	 The tunnel is a re^.irculating system
ha.ving_,a c7'reular 3.8 cm internal diameter `test section, and has
th.e capabrity of operating over a ,ide range o.f velocities,
,.;
pressures, .and temperatures in various liquids. 	 The working fluids
E,`
used in this; study are water and`Freon 113.'
	
A detailed description
Y,.
1,•..
^'
_
_	 _	 .,
..M..:..- _w^	 _..	 .^ ..
5
!,	 i
of the facili y and. data acquisition system^is^;given in References
(i7-22j^
	
A second facility, a 30x5 cm diameter test section water
tunnel with a more. limited operating range was used for the
^*ec^--dated cavity tests.,	 A detailed description of this. facility
is given in References [22-23]^
A t:^taxi ^f fourteen sting-mounted ogive test' models hav^n^g two
bast: nose cont:^urs were: employed. in the. exper^mEnts
	 Th;E zexo-'
I	 ^,_	 I
caliber ogwes have a blunt nose, whereas the qua^°ter-ca fiber ogives
^' havE a rounded nose with a radius of curvature equal to'enF quarter
r-	 -^
of the model diameter, 	 A description of the two basis nose contours.
is given in Figure 2, and a summary of the: to=t models used is given
i
h
in Table I^
	
i
The tix models that were used for the ven_t.ilated cavity tests
x
( werE threw zErr-caliber ogives with model diameters of OR318, 0635-,_^^,^	 ,'
^, and i 27 cm, and three quaxter-caliber ogives with model diameters `^,
^x^, II 	 a
^' of 0.318,:0.535, and 1.27:cm.	 These models have a h;c^llow centEr 	 ^'
^^ from x*h^ch air	 -s infected :through holes near the 'leading 'Sage 'to
fore the y en}dared cavities, and a tube along the surface of the
r
^:
model with a pressure port close. to -the leading edge to measure the	 _:
^a,^y,.y	 pre=sure..
F	 ^
i
FoLr models were usEd'to measure the sanity pre sure of natux.al
___.
`developed ^avities:,`two zero-caliber ogives having=model diameters
R i
"^
--
of 0..318 and 0.635 cm.,: and=two quarter^^caliber ogiveti , having, model
__	
__,
	 ^,
diameters cf 0318 and 0.635 cm<	 These models_hace--three tubes-
.	 y.z^
..
along the ^urfac,e of the model with each tube having-a pressure;
^; ^; _^ _	 _	 _____,__,.^-,-,c.-^-- _-.---^--^--^--^----- -_.
6
^_	 _.	
_ _,
__per^ located. at a different_a_xi !aI position. on the model.,. allowing the
r	 -
axial variation in cavity pressure to be determined; 	 A photograph
_,	 ;
of the four cavity pressur^.e models is given in Figar°e 3.
' Four models were used to measure the cavitiy temperature for
natural developed cavities as shown in Figure 4,	 The two zero-caliber.	 ,
og^.ze^ haue niadel diameters of 0.31.8^and 0.635 cm and the two quarter-
caliber ogive> also have model diameters of 0318 and 0n635 cm. 	 `
These :models ha^.e three ports in which thermocouple beads are
cemented, and the thermocouple ..leads ''exit the tunnel.. through the
hallc-^r cencec of the model an,d -the sting mount-
	 The thermocouples
x 	^ ! are-maunred at'three different axial positions on the model so than
the axial distrbution of temperature . within the cavity could. be
x ^
^> -land•3ecermined-	 Details of the thermocouple fabricatzannsta lotion
^5^ ^
-:,
^" ^ prvicedlixe axe given in Appendix A. 	 In addition, the two larger
diameter mcdeis have one tube along the surface of the model to
^.
-@mcr^^t^^r the cavity pressure,
''^. ^
^;
^i `
^;
r
;
^
^	
_
2,3
	 Gavity'Ge^metry	 ^
,:
The geametxi^ characterist=cs of developed cavities were
_	
--
,,.
'.
;,
--_
--	 __I
do *ermined frLm'pho^ographs of developed cavity profiles ` taken in
i
x.
hoth the 30:5 cm and 3^8 cm tunnels for both model contours-
I
,,
' 	 i
c
Typica	 photographs of developed cavities for the two model contours
I
;-
are shown ^n Figures 5 and 6 far water and Figures 7 and 8 for
^" FY ear) <113a	 Fram measurements of the cavity profile :taken from the
a
A
.'
^ihotographs, the maximum cavity diameter (D M), cavity half length
_.-.
	
_'_ a_	 z s.ru3b s.	 _
_ .	
_	 _
E^---^_
7
(A^, and c«wiry surface area (AW) were determined for both natural
and vent^lar.ed cavities at various velocities, d^men^-ionless cavity
'^	 i lengths, and model diameters.:	 Details of the procedure and. resulting.
data arE given by Billet [17] and. Billet., Holl, and Weir [24]
The data. show that for a given model geometry and cavitation
__i	 ,
number, ventzatcd and natural . cavities. have the same profile, within
'	 i ex.peLimEncal error, independent of the free stream. velocity, and that
the	 ^=:ity dimensions .are directly proportional r.o the model diameter
;;
Tt-^is i	 in agreement with Waid [25], who meas^.tred developed cavity
E:.
profiles behind a circular disk. 	 In addition, for the same flow
E^
cnd^cic-ns, the .surface area of a cavity ^n a Zero-caliber ogive
P.
v^
`' z= about twice that. of aquarter-caliber cgive
	 The resulting data
['1
^1 ^ tc^ the a:-ea _oeificrenc (t^/D ` ) as a function cf dmensi:onles_
^,
cal•z ^ y iengrh	 ('..• • D) for the two model canteu?'s are given in F`^gures
^^^ 9 and i0
^
r^
! 2-4	 Cavity FiLw ^,ost.r^.tients
T^lE 4av:ry flow coefficient (CQ) is a'dimen=ionless representa-
^ *^^r ,f the v^lame fl:.w rage of gas rEgLi:ed is sustsin a 	 enti.lated
^av;.ty and is defnad as	 ,
;}
^
;...^Q = ^_	 (1)	
a
' ^	 V^D
_^	 ,'
F i
Tn ganexal, *hn-fiaw coefficient is a funcC^on: of mt^dFl geometry,
^^
, '^
free s^_reaer velocity, and cavitation number
p--.
_.
r
u
_	 ., , L
	'	 i	 Measurements were made in the 30,5 cm water tunnel of the volume
flow rate of gas and. the. cavitation number at various velocities .and
3
dimensionless cavity . lengths: for the six venti;i;ated cavit^t models
The gas flow rate was measured using a Gmont float-type flc^wmeter.
The. free stream pressure . was adjusted so that the cavity pressure wad
equal td the partial pressure of gas in the free stream: to .ensure that
minimal gas diffusion occuxred across the cavity w^Tl- Frcm the data.,
	
f	 ,',
the flow c:,efficient- ( CQ)- as a function of ca^ritaticn number (^) ,
	
j	 and the. cavitatcn number . as a function of dimensionless cavity
length (LJD) were determined for various. flow conditions, Details of
	
i	 a
	+^	 ,, 	 *_hF experimental procedure are given by Billet and Weir [ 26-27].
The resulting data of the flow coeff^,ieat as a function cf
cavtats^n number is presented. in Figures 1l to 13 for the three
^^
w
zeta-caliber cgve test models and in Figures 14 to 16 for the three
j
qua^cEY-;alzbe^ ogive ^esL mcdeis, In addition, Figures 17 and i8
	
^	 glue Ghe e
 ca^;itat^.cn numbEr^ as a function of dimensionless cavity
	r	 ',	 length fer the two model contours.
	
r	 ',	 The re:,ul'cs demonstta e that for a gz^en model geometry, `*.he
	
;; 	 flaw `,:.lefcrent ^r^ereases with increasing aelacity and madsl
	
',	 d^ameTF^ and Increases with decreasing cavit,ai.cn number-.- The
ca„sca.ion number rot a_given model contour is a funcrion of
z
	^	 ^	 dimensionless cavity.length only Finally, for t_he same flow 	 K
^':
^	 coriditiens, the flow coefficient for e. the zero-caliber ogve is
^. ^
	
I
about: five times }hat for the quartE^-caliber ogive:;
r,,
s:
s
^"
^,
Y
.^
^, _
	
-.T-^---___ _-	 --	 ^r_ ^-Q	 ^...-_	
__	
^ _
	
, --;
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2.5 Cawi.ty Pressure Measurements
Measurements of cavity pressures were made in the 3.8 cm tunnel
for natural developed cavities in Freon 113 and water. 	 Pressures
i
were measured using Pace variable reluctance transducers with an
accuracy of ± 0.07 N/cm 2 and an integrating digital. voltmeter to
.obtain tame averaged data. 	 Thecavity lengths were determined by
aligning the cavity closure point with lines scribed on the models
Cavitation numbers ..based on local cavity pressure at three different
axial. positions within the cavity were obtained in Freon 113 for the
.
^
four cavity pressure models over a velocity range of 1905 to
36.6 m/sec., temperature range of 20 to 93°C, and dimensionless 	 ^
4
,'
cavity length range of 2.A to 7^0.
	
In addition., measurements of	 ^'
cavitation numbers were made in water during the cavity temperature
^=. tests with. the. _single cavity pressure. port on the two -a^635 cm
^.	 ^ ;
diameaer cavity temperature models__f_or a velocity range of 19 e5 to
^^ 36.6 m/sec,, temperature range of 60 to '120°C, and dimensionless
--
cavity length range _of 2.0 to 5^0.
Tcdetermine the .variation of cavitation number with
_	 ;
temperature, the cavitation number measured at the pressure port
	 `'
located closest^to the leading edge of .the model was determined as a
function of free stream temperature, velocity, and dimensionless 	 '
I	 J:
cavity length_ Results for the zero-caliber- ogives are given in
	 ''
Figures 19' and 20 and results. for-'the quarter-caliber ogives are
^
,
^,:'
»^
given in Figures 21 and 22.	 Each .data. point shown is an average'
of a.t least five test runs.	 Data obtained by Billet [1?] and
10
Buddenbaum [28J for'the Oo635 cm zero-caliber ogive are presented
for^comparison^	 Referring to the figures, it can be seen that the
cavitation number is independent of velocity and free stream
temperature. within experimental error, and depends only on
dinieri_-ienless cavity length fora given model contour and diameter',
Thelcavitation_ numbers are referred to as uncorrected since the.
-Effect of blockage has not been taken into account 	 This effect
will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV,
-i
` ^
I
Cavitation numbers measured at the other axial pressure ports
____
were .also-independent of free stream temperature and velocity
^.
^ Figures 23 *_0 26 show the cavitation number as a function.-of
k
^ dime.^sionless axial position (xIL) and dimensionless cavity length
in Freon'11,3 for the two model contourse
	 Each data point is an
-.
^	 ^ a^^erage over all temperatures and"represents at least 40 test runs,
^ it can be seen from the figures that the cavitation number,. and the
'^F'
^ correlp4ndng cavity pressure, remains roughly constant over the
^'; .
^,
ti: sr 60i percent of the cavity, then the cavity pressure begins to
s	
^ _ncrease-
	 'The measurements were made with the Freon 113 nearly
k atur3ted with air, therefore . the data is affeeaed by bath
^'
^-
thErmcdyr^^^ui. and diffused air effectsa	 Sin.:e these effects.
^^ ^:annoz be separated, direct comparisons-of measured.-cavity pressures
`r
and vapor pressures based on measured cavity temperatures were not
^; ; made
^
i
'
^°	 ^1
^:	
':
s
^ J:
^'
« . ,^_-^_
,,
.,
	"'	L "" .	
_
	
r	 (('
I
i
2 6 Cavity Temperature Measurements
Measurements of cavity temperatures were made in the 3^.8 cm
tunnel for natural developed cavities in 'Freon 113 and water with
the four cavity temperature models. Cavity temperatures were
	 ^
measured at three different axial positions within the cavi.ty'^with-`
0 010 cm diameter copper-constantan thermocouples with an accuracy;
^	 - -
of_ 0.28°C., The cavity thermocouples were each connected in series
Iwith. a downstream thermocouple so that the temperature depres4ion (OT)
^nuld be measured drectlye The free stream. temperature was
measured independently with a thermocouple referenced to a 0`C ice
j	 _	
_
bath -.	
__
__
All temperature readings were taken with an integrating digital
I
voltmeter to time average .any temperature fluctuations This differs
from the procedure of Billet [la], who used a galvanometer to take
instantaneous readings, and then only considered the minimum
n^easuced cavity temperatures The rime averaging technique therefore
I	 pr^duve^ temperarure depressions which. are smaller *han those
obtained by Biller_ but which are..morE consistent with thesteady^-
_StaCc 2ntTalnmeflC analy518^
In order to minimize the effects of variations in the. amount
of ncn^ondensable gas dissolved in the liquids, all .cavit.y
	 ?
':
temperature tests were run e
 at nominal air contents: hf 14 ppm by
	 '
a
i
miles in water and 1200 ppm by moles-in Freon 113 However, it.
11
J
has been shown by Frisks [18] that the gas content of the liquid
-.
12
has little effect on measured cavity temperature depressions fore
the. models and test conditions employed in this investiga^zon:
;Figures 27 to 29 show- .typical results of the measured
temperature depression as a function of dimensionless axial
position (xjL)^ Data obtained by Fricks [18) in Freon 113 for the
two 0. 318 cm models are presented. fore comparison: As can be seen
j	 from the. -figures, the axial variation of the temperature depressioni	 _^
along the cavity was found to be roughly linear, with the maximum
_	 _,
^	 tempera ure depression occurring near the leading edge of the
	 -,
I	
_.
'	 cav^Ly.	 This is in 'agreement with other investigators [8-11, 13-18].,
___
TherEforF, to consistently-determine the maximum temperature
depression (DT
	
= T^ - TC
	), the axial temperature depression
'r max	 min	 _
di4t.ribution was extrapolated to the cavity. leading edge°as shown.
in E'igures 27 to 29, and...--the resulting 
^Tmax-was 
cons-idered in all
eases to be the maximum temperature depression. '`^
!,	 ThE maximum temperature depression was determined as a function
of free stream temperature for various flow conditions. 	 Datawere
cbLanEd ^n Freon 113 ever a velocity :range of 19-5 to 3626 mr.;ec:,
temperature range of 35'to 95°C, and dimensonless cac^ty length
i
"
range of 2,0 to 7 0G	 in additi^^n,-data were obtained . in water for
xhe *wo 0635 em diameter models over a velocity range of 195 ro
I	 _
36 6 m^sec <, temperature range of 60 to 125 ` C, and dimensionless
cavi ty length range of 2 _:0 to 5 . 0o	 The results are given inL
Figures 30 ro ` 35, where each data point is the, average of a*_-leas
^°
	
^,
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i
^- ^ It can be .seen, from the .figures that the maximum temperature a
y
depressions are about an order of magnitude larger in Freon. 113 than.
` in water over the tem er ature ranges tested.	 This can. be attributedp
^ to the fact that since t1^e critical temperature of Freon 113 is
f I 214.1'C compared to 374,1°C .for water, the.Freon 113 data were taken
'' ;' at temperatures closer to
	
ts__.critical temperature.. 	 The largest
^ ^	 i	 _	 ,
maximum temperature depression observed was 9o0'C for the 0.635 cm
quarter-caliber ogve in Freon 113.
As demonstrated by Figures 30 to 35, the maximum temperature
a
__
depression increases with-.increasing free stream temperatureand
^ I .e j^ dimensronless ^	 y	 g	 ontaurs.:	 However,; the,.avit	 len th for both model c
^
,
f
+
E
( maximum temperature depression increases with increasing velocity
^^ and model diameter for the quarter-caliber ogives, bu"t decreases {
x wxrh increasing velocity and'modeldameter'for the zero-caliber'
_`
r,	 j
,,
_
ogives- -These results suggest fundamental differences in the '^
^'
thermodynamic .characteristics for the two model contours, but this a
z
r w^I'be clarified by examining the data within the context of the
^.	 ^ entrainment theory in Chapter IV.
r..
,,	
`
__._	
-
c
^
F
^.	 ^ 2 ^- Other Experimental Tnvestigations
I
Meas^srements of __cavity pressures and temperatures have been
.,	 I made by other investigators for a variety of model geometries and
^^	 +
I
liquids.	 These investigations aYe summarized in Table II, which
^^	 w,	 ^ givES the models and f uids tested as well as the .range of flow
^	 1^
4	 ,
`,
++I
parameters.	 The measured L1T at the leading edge thermocouple is
^^.
}:.5
V
n
.ns_....css=_-mom	 ua _.-:
^^
14
j
c.onsidEred in all: cases. The ..data for the ^T 	 obtained. in this
max
jstudy are pres^en'ted__for comparison.
The geometries of the zero- and quarter-caliber ogives have
j
already been discussed. The berituri models are axisymmetric-.and
j
i
i
have a quarter-round ridge at the minimum area point to ensure
^'	 that a well defined cavity leading edge is: formed, The hydrofoil
^
	
	 model is two-dimensional with a leading edge havinga semi-circular
cross-section. and a streamlined trailing edge section. For a
^	 detailed descripCon of the models, refer to the references cited
i
in Table II.
¢• i
T.
I
^^
L
ti	 i
^	 '^.
_	
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	 ^^
^	 ^^
55w ^	
--d.
^°	 ^
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:CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
3 i 1nLr^duction
A direst theoretical description of the thermodynamic processes
in^cl^ed in thp maintenance of a natural developed cavity is an
extremely complex problem.:, It would include a detailed kn^awledge
^z The + 3p^rizat.on, condensation, conveeton, and difusicn
pr;^e_se^ ^ccurring^ Since the flow field is' Lie-pt-^ase,
noni^antropi_,-and in `most eases, turbulent, an analytical
determination ^f the. vEiocity and temperaturep:rcfileswthin the
tia^^ty drd ^uu_rtunding liquid,..... the 'heat-required t^ t::rrr the cavity
aGd rho n^agnude of any thermodynamic etfac.ts is b^ynd the
cur=`rnt '^^ate or knowledge
S=,^r.ai ,smpiried theories have been developed to m^dEl the
	 ^
Lhe^cr^;,dyrr^amir^ 3speccs of a natural developed . Cavity; and are pie4en^^d
^z.'the f^lcwng seeticns^ First, same prelim^.nary considerations
-^
mill oe d^- ..ilSbEd-
'.	 .^S
A developed cavity is described by the cavitation n^smber "(^)
	 ''
dennta as
	Pte_- PC	',
^_	 ^	
`Z t	
9
1%2pLV^`
':
__^._ .^	
, .
l.n general, the cavity pressure (P^) is given by
P^ = PV +P^-QPV ,
I	 where
PV
 = vapor pressure liased on the free stream temperature
	 '
r
^	 of the. liquid (T^) ,
PG
	partial pressure of noncondensable gas in the. cavity,
and.	 ,
i
^PV. = vapor pressure depression due to the . thermodynamic
effeet^
pub=iitution of Equation (3) into Equation (2) Expresses the
ca pitation number as
Q _ P^ - PV - _PG
	+ OPV
(4)
1/2pLV^ 1/2pLV^ 1/2pLV
Several investigators. [29-31]'ha've shown that the contribution of
	 ]
nonc^ndensable gas in Equation (4) can be significant, and as .the
bLlk Temperature of the liquid increases toward the critical
temperature, the vapor pressure depression term will 31 o become
imporsant^ in-addition, the vapor pressure depression can, in
_-_
general, be affected by the gas content of the cavity.
The vapor : pressure depressioncan be expressed in terms : of	 1
I	 the difference between the ' free ' stream and cavity temperatures..
	
_
i
16
C3)
_.	
_	 _	 __	 _	 _
_.	
_
17
.The vapor pressure depression can be expanded in a Taylor series as
dP	 d^P	 2
dT} T^	 T
where ^T = T
	 - TC is the temperature depression.. 	 Now, retaining
only the first term of the series and using the Clau^ius-Clapeyron
dPV
relationship for	 yieldsdT	 ^
4
p	 ^ AT
V
pPV =	 y	 (6)
P
T^ l -
l	 pLJ
r
One can estimate the vapor pressure depression by Equation (6) once-
the temperature depression is known, provided the vapor pressure
^^, depression is small,.
c
4,	 ^
^
i
^.
^
f
$
^, Q$
$
^
r
3 2	 Entrainment, Theory i
^
i
The entrainment theory is asemi-empirical method for predicting 	 '.
__
i
thermodynamic effects on developed natural cavities. 	 Thy theory,
based on-a ^ mple energy:--+alance, corn°elates the temperature	 ,
_,
^ depression (bT) in terms of the relevant nondimensional parameters
anal fluid property terms. 	 The foundations to the Cheory are 	
_s
__ __
presented by Holland Wislicenus [32] and in a discussion by Acosta
^ and Parkin [33 j of than paper :	Billet_ [17J -and Frisks [18]
successfully correlated	 emperature depressian data using this
^
i
i^
I
method	 "I
_
_^_	
-	
^	 .^_.
	
.
_^	 ^ ^_.._	 s -_	 ._
t.
f
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'^
M
j Consider a vaporregion in an otherwise liquid flow-
	 If this
__	 _	
i
ca^aity is 'assumed-to be steady, then it requires a .constant mass
flow rate of vapor to sustain it^
	 The vaporization is assumed. to
j occur .near the leading .edge of the .cavity at the . cavity wall, with
condensation. occurring in the cavity. closure region,
	 Thus, the heat
r
re wired ro
	 roduce this mass flow rate oQ ^	 -	 p	 f vapar is given by
I
f
(:
q=aM_ (^)
F _.
s,
A
w
or, expressing it in terms of the volume flow rate (Q),
x
N	 ^ q = ^ pV Q (8)
3
Ncw, defining a flow coefficient (CQ) as- ^
Q
VOQD 2^	 (
j The heat required for vaporization becomes
I ^	
2q = p^ 1^ GQ V^ D	 _ (10)
^ F"ollowing the convention of convective heat transfer, an average ^
a	
^
.,	 i
heat transfer c^effic:ient {h} can be defined as ^
n	 ^
^
^
_
h = p	 q
^_W(Too — TC)	
^
,.
(11)
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where ^ is the characteristic cavity surface area, Substitution
of Equation (10) into Equation (11) and rearranging yields
C	 zpT
 ^ ^ V^ ^ pU	 C12)
er, rearranging in terms of nondimensional parameters
C	 p
^^i 	 DT = —4 Pe V ^
^	 CA Nu pL ..CPL...
	
(13)
where
A
CA = W = area coefficient,
D^
V' D
Pe = ^ _ Peclet number,
a^
and
_•
Nu = ,k D = Nusselt number,.
L
and the fluid property terms are evaluated at_the bulk temperature
1
of the liquid	 Divisi;,n of DT in ^:quation (13) oy the fluid
prcpeicy terms (p V/pL ^ (J^/CpL) produces the .J3Lo'b number an the left
hand side cif chic equation,:.
The Pet^et number and fluid property terms on the r'^ghx hand
Gide ^f Equation (13) are known from the free stream conditions
(T^ and U^) and charac erstic model dimension (D)- How`e^er, C^,
^	 CQ, and Nu ate characteristic of: the `cavity flow and are to be'
determined empirically.
I
j,
^;
i,'
fI'i.P flow coefficient (C2) i 	 determined from ventilacEd cavity
^, tests.	 Ventilated cavities have been used tc model na_ural cavities
'`
1
since the work of Reichar'ar [34^ showed tha 	 the drag and geometry 	 ^:
4 or ventilated and nat^:ral cavities were the same rcr a given cavitation
^ number and flow gEOmetry. 	 Based cn this,re^ult, it is a^si:med that
j
the ticw gate Uf -,rapo^ requ_i=ed to sustain a natur^.l deve^cped ca^^*y
	
^.
can be Estimated by measuring the volume flow rate :.t gas necciGd t^
j
^` sustain' the corxesp^nding ventilated ^a^r^y.
	 This= il^w fate of gas
^ is ex.preGsed as a nondmensional flew coezficlent,
i^
_ Bz1L:-t and Weir [26-2%) c^rcela^e zl:w coefiz;^len^ data with r.he
f . elati:,r^
E.	 -
-
^
GQ — C 1 RE `' Fri	
^D^^	 ti4}
,
Y	 i
r.
_	
7
V
"r	
i
^.	 I wh,e :^ e
.D	 i
-'
^_ _ K^.	 -	 ----	 =	 Reynolds number,^tf
^, V	 '
,.
x
Fx	 --	 =	 Frct,de n^mbeY ,
^—3gD
ar^d
Ddimensionless t.a^ity
	 iengfh
Ihi;.' zs ;^im.'tar' tc	 the cUr^El^ticn nfade by Reih3sdc
	
[34]>	 u=ing
she F roude number acrd maxmu^r, ca^'i^y di3met er
'^.^
^,
The area cveft^cient was determined from phocagx^ph^ or zhe
--
_(	 M1
'^ devElped cavity cor^c^ur:	 Data by Waid [251, and Ballets Hcl
	
and..
^f_ Weir	 (24j	 si^^:^w Lhat the cavity geort-,Etry depecds only cn
II
'',	 I
,t
.;
i ``
...
	
_,:
.^^^^,
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dimensionless cauty length. .Therefore, .the area coefficient data
can be correlated by
d
C^ - C 2 (D,	 ^	 X15)
Finally, the Nussalt number is determined ftom,Equaton (13)
	
using .the correlatons_for CA
 and CQ and measured values of DT'- lh p 	'.
Nusselt number (Nu) 'is assumed to be of the form
i
Nu = C 3 Ree Prf Frh ^D^
	
,	 (16)
where
Pr = ^ = Prandtl number.
aL_
Equation (16).employs."the s andard heat transfer par3mete,rs,
'^Reynol3s number and Prandtl number, plus the ^.mportant ^.a^.%ity -ilea
parameters, Froude number and dimensionless cacil^y IEngsh•
Once the CA , CQ , and Nu expressi,ns have been obtained,
temperature'depressons may be calculated rrom Equaclon X13)	 Oz,	 a
'a
by combining Equations. (73) to (16), ^T can be correlared d,.rec;tly'a
,.
J	 P
L1T = C4 .:-Pe
	
^D
^ Rek Fr^" Prm A
V Ch	
(1^i
^	
L PL
i
The entrainment theory is certainly nor lackang In assumptions
oc empirical constants. However, it is derived from basac concepts
-	
_	
_	
_	 __	
____--._.....,^-^T^^_.^-
_-^-----	
_	 _	 _ _ . n.^
^Y
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and gives a sound physical -basis to the problem. It can be used
su;,-^essfully to correlate temperature depression data a^ shown in
Chapcet IV.
' 3,3	 B-Fac-tor Theor
The B-factor theory is aquasi-static model for the thermo-
dynamic a^peccs of a developed cavity 	 It is assumed that. the. flow
is steady, irrctational, and frictionless, that: the. vaporization
process is one-dimensional and .adiabatic., and that the..fluid_i^
ccntinuausly in stable thermodynamic equilibrium	 Acosta and
__	
r
4
Hcl?_ander [4] scare that the B-factor. theory is anal^gous'to *he
problem of an insulated .cylinder with a tightly fitted. piston. 	 The
a'
s cylinder is intiallyilled with a saturated liquid. 	 Then, as the
^^
;, iston is withdrawn	 a curtp"	 -	 ,	 ain volume of vapor is formed- 	 The e B-
facLOr is defined as the vatic of the:v^lume of vapor to the 'volume
^. ,df iiglild invcived in the vaporization proces,^,
s;
I
The .classic derivation, of the B-factor theory is usually
	
,{
' attributed to Stahl and Stepanoff [1] 	 liowevex; . Jacobs [3] and
Fisher [2j have also obtained similar results'. 	 Assuming _onst^nt
tlu^d-properties, the change in specific enihalpy of the liquid
phase is gi^ren b,y
t.
__:	 L
If thermcdynamic'equlibxum is reached after vaporization, then the'
g.,
', '^
23
energy balance per .unit mass of liquid is
^hL ^ n ^
	
(i9j
i
But, from the definition of the B-factor
_I
^	
_.
	
pL 	 A.L OhL
^	 ^	
L	 pV	 pV
cr substituting Equation ( 18j into Equation (20j
ii
E:^
t^
i	 ^	 pV
i
}^	
_	 _ ._
Equation (21),_relates. the B-factor to the cavity temperature
:^	 ^	 depressicn^ Applying the Clausius-Glapeyron relation fcc O1 and
s	 P^
>'	 assumrng that 
p 
^^^ l gives an'alternate expression try the B-^facto^
L
pL_, 
2
^	
B	
p^; 	^ APL T^ AH
V 	,	 (22:j
'	 ^
r	 ^	 wh.ere ^H^. = ©P^./pL is the cavity pressure depresaion expres,=Ed xs a
Uh ang^ in head ,
	GFlder Ru exi anal Moore 9];
	 ^`	 _	 ,	 ' gg ^ ,	 ^	 refined the ca1.,u1aT ^cn ai ^^he
B-factor to accouni far changes in fluid p':opetties with tempezature
and changes in enthalpy of thevapor^. Again, , onsidering `the"
'-	 ^
-` ,,	 qua=^statc model of Acosta and Hollander . [4], t:he pist, 4n is
}
r	 ^	 . ,.
^,	 i
r
t:
s
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withdrawn in small ncremental'steps such that the system remains
in thermodynamic equlbriumo The energy balance (19) per unit
mass. of liquid at some step n is given by
n-1
	 (	 n-1
?^ = 1 - V - E M^ I ^hL + ^ M^ ^h^
	 (2.3 )
n	 Jn	 n i=1 i	 n i-	 n	 n
i_ _
^_
where the effECt of the change in enthalpy of the vapor-has been
added,,-and. the summation accounts for the vapor created in previ:c:us
steps. - The volumes of Liquid and vapor are given. by
n - MV .
^ _ E	 1	 (24;V i
= 1 pV
n
and
n
l - E -V
=1 i$L
 -	
pL	
^25t
,n
i
so tha the B-factor becomes
n
B = ^V =
	 i-
1 Vl	
(26^
i^L 	^	 n	 y rpV^
I1 -	 E	
IMP
l	 1=.^ ^1.^ L 1.^
n
where n is the number of incremental steps and the M V ;'are
1
calculared from Equation (23) . Note that if n = 1, Equation (26)
reduces to .Equation (20)_.-
	 -	 y
Due to the lengthy calculations required for the-Gelder,
Ruggeri, and MvoLe [9] method, Hord and Voth'[12]'devsed a
	 y^
F
c
_... 7
a
^.-^--^---rn-
-^.^.^.--n,
25
simpler method based on entropy considerations to account for fluid
property variations in the calculation of the B-factor; Since, tram
the assumptions. of the quasi-static model, the vaporization process
is isentropic,._then, as shown in Figure 36, the initial (il and
final (fl entropies can be equated as
I
I
1
I
I
i
I
i
i
^•
	
Mh sL = ML sL + V sV 	(2'7.1.
i i	 f f	 f f
and conservation of mass gives that
M	 M_	 i.28)
Li
	Lf + Vf
Combining Equ.atiens (27) and. (2.81 with the definition-ofthe
I	 B-factor yields
i
i
	B _ pL1 ^L1 - sLf
	
29'^	 ^	 _	 (	 t	 ,
II	
^A^, f ^Vf
	
sLi	
l
I
^)	 The B-factor may be calculated frcm Equations (21), (26), or
(29),-once the temperature depression is known
	 Ho^eaer,.bone of
__
the=e`Eguarjon-s-accoun for. the 'dynamics of the cavity rlow-
j	 GFlder, Ruggeri, and Moore;[9J show r-hat the B-fdctcY' should b
^	 proportional to 'the maximum cavity diameter (D M) and: nver.sely
i
^	 proportional to the .thickness of the liquid thexmal boundary layer-
l
I(
1
I
fi
and
V•D`
gL = f2 (s1)a
', L
the B-factor is correlated . by the relation
(aL )	 nlf	 n2	
n3 V	
n4	 ;
g i	 LSD ( D	 ^ x
B - BR aL I(LID)R
^
tDgl V^ (	 ^	
(32}
l	 R.
where the subscript R indicates a reference value
	 Hord [14-}61 has
^' intYcduced addiCional scaling parameters such as surfa.e c_ens.en,
r,
kinematic viscosity, and two phase sonic velocity-
! Thus the procedure used in applying the B-fau.cr theory z= tc
	
3
;,
^; .:alculate the B-factor for a measured ^T franc ar. equatlan much as
^.
,i i Equation (29), and correlate the results in a form such a;
Equatiom (32) where one . data point is used fo'r the reference ^aluss
Then, temperature depressions may be estimated by'wsrk^ng backwards
^,
I
^, through the procedure
F. ^
^'
I
The-B-facaor theory and the entrainment theory ace both;
a^, se^r^-empxical in nature ♦ 	 The: entrainment theory, based on a
^;
:;
¢l,
'':^
dyhamiti model,: is more. closely related to the.,a^.r_ual flow field
'^ than the quasi-static B-factor mode
	 However, by Lompaxing
,y^
t
Equations.: (l3) and (21)- it can be seen that r.he B-factbr the;^ry
-^,
and the entrainment theory correspond if
__
,,
_:
.,	 _,
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B = ^. Pe	 (33)
CA Nu
j Thus, employment of the entrainment. theory enables the B-factor to be
j
i
expressed in terms of the four dimensionless parameters which describe
the geometric, entrainment, and heat transfer characteristics of the
I
ca^^ity -
^	 IIf 3^ 4 	 Two-Phase Laminar Boundary Layer
'
I
In many cavity flows. the length of, a developed cavity is much
'E
( greater Chan its thickness, and the flow resembles that of a boundary
if ^
C
^ layer or 'wake.	 The solutions for such flows are well kn^urn
	 tr.,
^	 I
this section, methods developed for the solution of one phase
I
boundary layer problems will be applied tc a two-phase flow-
^
a
,	 i Consider a heated, two dimensional,;
 infinite fla: pate as
j^.	 ^ shover, in FigurE 37 with an incoming flow velocity U ,^
 and temperature
{-
	 ^
(	 ^^
^.
Tx	 The plate heats the liquid. so that 3 vapor layer is formed on
i
^. -thy plate..	 The saturation temperature of the liquid is assumed tc
i
^.	 ^
be the same as the plate . temperature TC , s^ that r hE .vapor i:.
^^
^ i._^thermal
	 Thy f1^w is. assumed laminar with ;.instant fluid.
^,i properties, and. the boundary layer approxi^ratons a y e as=umed to be	 ,
'	 t valued=in the vapor and liquid region near 'the plate.
	
This mldet
^	
^ ..crLesporLds to an infinite cavity with zero cavitation number.
However, heat is convected away :from
	 he "cavity" in this problem
^.
(;T^ - TC ^ 0), whereas in the natural cavity case, heat is
i
r^.	 i
{.	
i.
28
convected to the cavity (T^ - TC > 0), but the heat transfer
mechanisms should be similar.
Refer to the coordinate system in Figure 37 The conservation
.:
equations in boundary . layer approximation for the liquid axe
i
i
{
s
8u	 av 3Continuity:	 +	 = 0 (34)
aX	 ay
au	 auMomentum:	
pL
a	 + v
a2^
- uL X35)
ax	 aye ay
^I	
[
^	 -^ 2
Energy:	 pL CP u	 + vaT	 aT	 a`T= kL t ^ L ^ au [ (36)
L	 ax	 ay	 ay I ay
and for the vapor are
au	 wConcinuityt	 +	 _ ^	 ^ (3t)
aX	 ay
aL^au ^ ^ _
	
µ_Momentum:	 p
V
I
u azu
^ (38)V t
	 ax	 ay ^ `3yz
an d
Energy:	 T = T^ = constant (39.;
whece the Lida indicates dimensional vazi :ables. The boundary
;cndir^ens fot theproUlem_are
^:^	 -
^^
T(x,S) = T^ ,	 (41)
29
and t
T (xeY) = T	 aS y —, oo (43)
^.
F	
i
Three conditions ar.e also required at t'he liquid-vapor
^'.
F
I
i3
i3
—	 tinterface (y - S)^	 Velocity continuity sates that ii
fK,
i
^^I c ^	 _
uLIQ	 uVAP at y	 8 (44?
^^
anal stress continuity requires-chat
t au, au^u
= u
V ^
ar_	
^	 °
Y - fi (45^
L
^,
^ay gay,^: LIQ VAP
F A rhlyd inr.e^face condition can be derived from mass..c^ntinuicy F-r
^.
a control volume as shown in Figure 38,
s
bi
i
(
_	 ,
MAB + MBD	 AC + MCD
X46?
..
9
'
`
j,:
^ sincE the flow is steadyG	 These mass flow rates pan be expressEd
i
is	 erms of velocities-as
;.	 i
.:
MAB
	
P L u d8 dx	
^ (47) ,I
Ii
x
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MBD	 p^ v dx ,	 (48)
i
av;i
MAC = p
L v +	 dy dx (49)
ay	 ^
and
^^
M	 = p ^u + au dx ds dx {50)CD	 V^	
ax	 dx
i
°Therefore,	 neglecting terms of order (dx) 1 , the mass cansLnu^^y
F1
relationship is
^ Ir _	 aj 	 pLl dcSu — - v p^+u	 _ v^	 at y = ^ 15.11
I, dx	 ^LIQ	
I
Iz	 dx	 a^VAP ^'
)^
^^
t
1^
The problem can be simplified by inr_rodhcing the drmensicn^s^^ ';
E{
^"''
'	 ^ar-ables
^	 i
j
^
^ _ u
	
_ ^
u- U
	
,	 v- U
	
, (521
ix	 x
x_^
	 ^	
Y=D (533
anal iT _ T
6 = ^	 _ 
T	
^
C
(541	 ,.
wr^bre Ux is	 c11e clZaracterisgic^ velocity; scale and D ^s e char: ^.er-
+^: istir length scale	 Also, to satisfy the continuity ^celatibn:
h
Equations	 (34) and (37), stream functions ^ and t^ can be
`^	 t
^;
inr^rcduced such that
_
E
...
^^
w
^i
t'
S5$$g
N S
1K
e
"..	
i
._
^!
_ ^
	
_	 ^ ^ ,,,,.-.._., T..,..^. ^,---.._.-..^.
^.
^.
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E
_
t
i
u = ^	 ,	 v - ^	 in the liquid	 ,
!;
(,55)	 _
u _ a	 and v = - a	 in the vapor	 - (56)
Therefore, the governing equations become
2
-^
i
i
ay aX	 ax ay R	 2	 ayV ay
a^^	
a	
a
-- ^---
1	
a 2	 a
-^= 0 (58'J
ay ax
	
ax ay RL
 ay2	 ay
'i ^ and
a^ aA	
^ a8 _
f
1	 a 2 A 
_ PrU^	 ;^2^',2^
^
_
^y ax	 ax ay Pe Iay2	 CP 4T	
ay2^	
^ '
(59?
a
L
?,
i
where _	 '
^.
^
U D U D
_
R^ - ^^ _RL - ^^' c60?i
`, p L
^
^^
^.
U D
Pe =	 ^
^
,	 Pr =	
L	
, (61)
,:	 ^
aL
aL
i
^.
and L1T = T	 - T	 The boundary conditions becomeM
m
s
^(x,0) _ p	 ^ (62j
a(x,o > = a ( x ,o> = o (63>
Ii
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I
j
i
^ (x ^Y)	 1 as y -> oo	 ,
^__
(64) I
i
a (x,ns) _ _l (6s)
:I	 i
^	 ^ and
i
:^ where (621 introduces the arbitrary origin-of the s*.ream funct^cn ^
' and n^ = ^C/D	 -Theinterfaceconditions become
`^	
I
^^ _ ^ at Y = ns t'671 1
Y	 y t
^!
;.
ff
^^	 i	 ^ 2	 2^ ^ 
^	
^
j
^
^	 _ u
	
at y = pV	 L	 S 1681
^`I
ay2	 a y 2
f
i.I	 ^^. anal. '
`•	 ^ d^	 '	
(	
do
^ ^V^ a^ dx^ + a	 pL ^ dx^ + d^x^ at y ^ n
,J
Y	 ^	 l y
^. 
69}
^^
1
l	 ^ Equa*on^ (57)	 to (59) are a system or three ^zmultanetu, r.en°
'
':
iinEar partial differential equations-	 The toliowng =o^u_iur
;.
` regs^res nine bcundary conditions, pravided by Egliations (62) tc ^'
(69)	 HowE ^e,c, iince r1s(x)	 is not known, one m:re c:,nditicn ^: 3:i;.
needed	 From the energy balance at the_nrerfa^^, ;.ne ;;ota.I hear
r
i per un^. r `area. ;xansferred from the plate must. equal The hea '
^_
{
_regliiYed for vaporization. plus the heat conducted away from t:he
` liquid,,which_can be expressed. as
}
gTOT - gVAP + gCOND
(70)
s
f
6 ;^
^-
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Expressing the total heat transferred (gTOT) in terms of a local heat
transfer coefficient. (h) and using known expressions for q^^ and
gCOND' the energy. balance is
Ii h•OT = MV h - kL aT (71)
ay y=s
^^
I
i
From the right hand side of Equation_(S1),
i
`(	 dd	 ll_ p
v vJlu aXL
^,
V
I
-which, expressed in terms of the stream function in dimensionless
form,	 is	 ,.
I) dq(a	 s	 a	 `
- pv u^rw	
^	
^J'
ay dx	 + ax
	
(72>
,^
Substituting into Equation (71) and expressing the xesults in
^	 ^
^,,
dmensiOnless form, the.. interface energy balance is
f
'
hD =
	
Pe pV	 a	
^ 
dn S	 at1	 a6(Nu	 =
kL	 x	 ^T_pL Cp
t
ay dx	 ax^
_	 (73)	
_.ay^	 'i	 i
__
	 ^
L	 ^ y_na
,i.	 ^^
^ where Nu'	 is-the local Nusselt number,	 This completes the closure
_^,,	 ^^
,:^
x
^;
s^	 ; to	 he prcblEm
^.
^^	 ^
.,
Determination of an Pxact solution to this problem is a
.`	 i
,,
I
formidable task
	 However, an approximate solution p an be obtained
k
I
I
y
in the limit as p^/pL
 approaches zero.. For most fluids at a
34
I
temperature well below the critical temperature, Ehe ratio of vapor
derLsity To liquzd density is small.. 	 For example, in water at 38`C,
t^-1e saturation density ratio (p^/p L )	 is 0..461 x 10 44	 This limit'
^^ i= equivalent to faking the limit as thevapor Reynolds number (RV)	 '
I' goe=. t^ zert and the liquid Reynolds number (R L) goes to rnfini,ty.:
For examp`.._,	 ttnsider water at 38 `C with U^ = 305 m%sec., and
i D = 0.65 ^m	 Then RL = 2.0 78 x 105 and. 
RV	
89<1-	 Thus, it can. he
^ seen *_ha- this approx%maLion is fairly good
TGe apprix:rnate solution for the stream function in the vapor
phasE will now be determined 	 Equation (57) can be-rearranged in
^,
^.
try torR^
ri	 ^
n j	 bra ill(	
`	 _'	 ^	 7 ^4)
l
xv	
ay
,^^,^
^ xv ay ax	 ax	
a Z
J ay
y
< ^_
a.	 .
^^
Ir ct-,e limit as RV approaches zerc,,Eque^tion {74) becomes
^' ^' 3
^ ay' '.
^4
6
^.
ti
^.:^ ;.
Jr upon	 ^^CL :..Cg. at ^rtg three times,
w
Z
,!
^
-.
`;
^
__
a
^, _
V ^ where L r5 C 2 , a'nd v3 are functions of x onlya 	 Theri, applying _the
1...y
..
^' 'I b:,undary c^rLdiTcns Equations (62) and (63), Equation (76) is
t
4
{
L
i
I
i
^ edu^ Ed to
_
..
...,6.,,^.,
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^ = Cl (x) Y 2
 ,	 (^^)
I
where C l (x) must be determined from a -matching. condition at the
interface	 9
Similarly :, the approximate solution for. the stream function in
*_he iqu:d phi e van. be determined. By taking .the curl of Equation
{58), it can bE converted to the vorticity transport equation, which
;^	 in boundary layer approximation is
,^
"i f^ a ' ^ a _ l a2 ate. l; o
	 (78)
ay aX ax ay	 2^	 z
.•;	 ^ ay	 ay
In the Iim^t as R^ approaches_infinity,
t 	 4
(I^
1	
,
^a - tea ^ _ o	 c79)lay ax ax ay^
	
	 2ay
A first integral of Equation (79) Dhows that thevorticty is
j
i
	
canstanT aLng a streamline Since the flow upstream of the plate is 	 s
^'^
^	 ^	 ^.rr:tacl::n^1, then the vorticity is zero everywhere in the lqui^3 and
I
	
	 a^ _ p '
	 (gp)
aye
1	 Equation (80) can be integrated twice to yield 	 '
I J	 c
^	 Kly + K2
	
(81)	 3
I
11
--	
<_..	 ^
rA^ a result of Equatio:::^: (64) --K = 1^ The function K 2 must be
determined from. the matching conditions at the interfaceo Therefore
^ _ y + K2 (X)	 (82)
_	 _,
_r There are two unkn.^,wns in Equations (77) and (82) and three matching	 '
ly	 conditions< The .problem is over-cons rained since .the. order of ,
r	 ;	 Equation (78) was reduced when t_he limit as L approaches infinity
E	 was r_aken: Equation (68) leads to a trivial solution for ^
^`
^	 (Cl(x) - 0) and therefore this matching condition will be
ds:ardEd Physically, this decision neglects the condition of
stress eontinuity^ which determines the jump in s-lope of the
ve oci *_y profile at the interface. (see Figure;37), in favor of the
ray.
	
_	
^
mote important requirement of velocity continuity across the
interface. The remaining interface conditions are
x=
^.
q
k	 ^ _ ^	 (83)
'	 ay	 ay	 ^
h
ar, d
`-
^`
i;.	
_:	
Y
	
P ^^ drys + ^^ P (^ ap6 + -^	 _ (84)u^ay dX,	 a X,	 Llay dX	 aX^
at the interface, (y = n^)^ The final form for-.the vapor stream:;
`	 function is determined by substtuting_Equa ions (77) and (82) into
EgS,^at io^^ (83) and evaluating them at y = 11s = Therefore
•
{
__
,_	 t
"1
t
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i
I ^
j
^
^
'I
^ = 2^	
,	
(85)
__s
-^
`i
Simiiac^y,-the final foam of the liquid stream function. can b,^ '.
determined by substituting ^ and ^ into. Equation (84) and taking
:! the lRizt as pV /"pL approaches zero,	 The. resulting expression for
^
'^
K2 (x) is
dry	 dK
dxa ^ 
dx2 = o	 (s6)
`1
YI
_^
,^r ,
j
t ^	 7
^ Tte c:^nstant K3
 can be arbitrarily . taken as zero,.. so finally.
E
^{ ( J
^., ^
^
Ii
-	 -
^	 y	 n^	 (88)
^
^
q
`
i
^
^	 ..
^
+I
^I and_ *_he ^ppccximate expressions for the stream functions have been
-
determined.
a
K1^
.
ThE^e` i^ cneassumpton in the above dez^ivation that. has not
	 =
^ ^ beer nxplicitiy stated
	 The interface was assumed to be'a streamline
for the flaw in. the liquid phase. when the limit as p^/p L
 approaches -.
zErc ci Equation (F4) was taker^^ 	 However,. there is a velocity
.,
`` ^ c:omponenr_ normal to the interface, otherwise the vapor layei coukd
-r.c.r grow al,ng the p;late^
	 Thatefore the interface is not really a
a
s
µ
--	 -	 - --
_^
,_
`'^
_
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streamline, but if the density ratio is small the 'leakage' across
zhe interface will be small
The energy equation in the liquid was given. by Equation (43) as
2	 2'
a^ ae _ a^ ae _ ^ aye 
Pzu^ 
`a^^l	 I	 (89)
ay ^x ax ay _ Pe t ayz + GP DT tay 2 J ^
I^
But ^ = y - n s , and takngthe limit as Pe approaches infinity,
an
ae + 
dxs ae = o
	
(90)
.The sclutzon ''o Equation (90) as obtained by separation of variables
i. s
A = C e	 (91)
where C and •t are constants, The boundary condtion,Equa ion (66) is
xric,iaily car ^sted and Equation (65) gives C = 1	 Thus
,^
^(^la-Y)
__	
_	
^
	where `< ^_,`as yet undetermined-! An`expxessionfor the local.Nussel^ 	 ',
nu^:be cane now-be dEterminEd by substituting the .approximate
ss^liteons fcr W and 6 into Equation (?3). The result is
_ Pe pV I^ 
`
1 an ^_^ i	
(93)
^	
Nux	
OT pl GP
 L2 ax
	
+
L
^i
i
,^
^-
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,I Here K represents "the contribution to the ovErall local Nusselt
^ number due to't-h'e effect of the liquid conducting heat away from
the vapor layer:.	 If it is assumed that the. liquid. conduction effect
is small, then K can.be taken. as zeroo 	 Solving for DT,
,^
Pe_ pV	 ^	 l anS
^
QT -
^2	 ,
(94)
	
^i NuX pL
 CP ax
L
1 dns7
I
The term I-2
	
J is the nondimensional volume flew rate per uCit areal	 ax
across the interface: 	 This eorres^ponds' directly to the term S in
', [^
the equation far the ,entrainment theory; 	 Thus by comparing Equations
',` (13) and. (94), one can see that this approximate salution to the
,^
^ ccnserva;t^;,nequationsproduces an .expression similar to that
s'
'^ i employed in the entrainment theory,
,^	 - I 7:
7
^^ ^ f
^ 3.5	 Nusselt Number Estimate from a Turbulent Boundar 	 La er Model	 '''
^
.^ ; ^	 i
^` ^ In the entrainment theory developmen , an empirteal relation 	 ^9j
^qS. (
.._	 '	 1
11
was assumed for the'Nusselt n^smber using. the relevant dimensionless
^; ^
^`%^ i parameter.:.	 in this section a ^heorettcal estimation of the Nusselt 	 ^'
^.^ ^
r.
^.
^^ number is made by applying a cavity model prbpcs:ed by BrEnnen ^30Je
^^
1
^^
i
^ ^^.
^
-This cavity model has been sur.ces `fully used by Billet and Weir
^
^ [26-2'J to acc^u.nr, for gas diffusion effects on 4enttlated cdvities
_.
Following the procedure outlined by Brennen [30J, the flora over
a cavity wall ^.s repr,esented by flow over a flat plate.. 	 As shown	 {+
w I in Eiguce 39, Che x=.axis is pla yed in the direction of the flow,.
( -the y-axis is perpendicular to ,the, flew, and the turbulent boundary
i
I
i
I
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layer has an approximate origin near the cavity-formation point
Initially, the velocity and temperature profiles in the liquid are
different, however, it is assumed that the profiles will be similar
at the erd of the cavity provided that the turbulent PrandtL number -
i^ nearly unity. This change in the temperature profile is caused
by the flux.-af heat into the cavity,
.The difference between the temperature profile a.t any position.
x and the. initially uniform temperature profi e'represents a loss
of heat from. the boundary layer .which can be written as
;^
Oq = pL CP ^ (T^ = T)u dy ^
	 (95)	
^
L o
'#
3
Since ehe velocity and temperature profiles are assumed similar,
,,
they can. be'expressed as defect .
 profiles in the form.
	
U^-u	 T^-T
_.	 _	 ; ;
_,
_.	
_ ;^
where UC
 end T'^ are the velocity and temperature - at the cavity
	 x
^_
su^tace ar^d U^ and T^ are: the velocity end temperature outside. of
,: ;
,,
^,
the boundary Dyer- Substituting Equation (96) into Equation (95)	 °€
^:7
^^
and evaluating at x = L gives the total heat flux_nto the cavity as
U^ U
q = n D p C	 U 4T ( f (Y) ' j.: -	 C f (Y) dY
	
(97)
	
M L• PL ^	 J	 I	 U^
o	 L
^°
f ._ ._ .
i
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_;
whew DM
 i^ a characteristic cavity size parameter for an
axsymmerric cavity and /^T 	 T^ - TC^
Since the cavity surface is assumed. straight, the turbulent
boundary layer .has the same boundary .conditions as half the wake flow
behind a flat . plate parallel to the free stream, provided that the
ratio of momentum thickness (8m) to cavity length (L) is small.
	
Then
from. Townsend [35j, f(y) is a Gaussian function given as
0<5 RT '	 ^^
f (y )	 exp
,^
- 
^21	 C	
_^ D (98)
o
where the momentum thickness is assumed constant along the free
streami^np	 In; Equation (9$), xo
 is the virtual origin of the
turbuaenc baund3ry layer, RT ' is a constant representative of the
large eddy .structure, CD ,is the drag. coefficient, and D is a
chaza^-erisric dimension of the body
Th,e vatuc wt the drab coefficient can be shown to be
	 ^
prop^rt^^^nal tc the momentum thickness at cavity formation (9m)
ano ^nvEt=siy propartiunal to .the body. size so that.
i
CD	 constant	 ta m/D	 ^	 (99)
i
-The 1'Er,gth of the turbulent boundarylayer to the end of the cavity.
(X-x^) can. bF app^oxmated _ by	 he cavity .length., which together with.
Cquaticn (99)
	
gives
_^._.^.::-e . ,.
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i
^	 ' t(Y% ,= exp ^- ;r.nstint	 _Y` ^	 {100 )
L ^ R'_^L
Now,	 scab_ t ^ccring Equa^.icn	 (100)	 ,Inr_J Egliati,^n	 {97)	 and. negle^trng
rE.ns	 ;:t	 .;rder	 [i1y1^ 2	 yields
_;
x•	 f	
l	
y^—
^q =	 _::nscan^.	
• Dr9 PL Gp 	U^ LT	
eXp	 ^ _	 —^a^;	 (1011
.^	 i,
L	 L	
m^
_;.:cgra[ ^^r. ci Chls 2]ua ^ ion gives the re^c^r _hat
:^	 ^^
-
q_	 _..r,,^cant	 DM ^L G^	 V X ^lT 3 6m•L	 (1021
;I
I
L1{
b	 i
^I	 I
f
M
4.	 ^
,
^ ^ah^:E	 ^h- rc,_ment^^a ch;;.kne-s
	 ( 0	 z	 and the	 har^:^^ccistzt diameter 	 c	 ^
m	
a
b.
^^
G
{ ^ -
	 _ ^.•^ ^^ y	 f D	 1	 a^E	 ^ ^	 ae e„alhated	 rvt	 _he	 parc ^^;ui:i^	 m^.del
	
T r
	
^
M	 g^rme,. y s
^ ..: ^t	 - r.E
	 ^-e^ v.	 ^ }	 _ ut_ ade	 the boc,nda y y	 iayEt	 is	 assumed e4u.ai, t^ ° he	 3
t
^^	 ^ f r^F	 =• -^^rc	 •-	 - :;y	 ^_	 van b^
	
noted	 :[-.ar	 r,.eg:e^t^r,g
	 th y. h y ghe>..^
r
,^
.	 .
..,^E	 rc_	 ^r	 is ca^c	 _s e=sentialiy ^.he =_a^r,^ ^pprrximat^^n as
p • .du'E^	 ^r,	 ^t-,=	 ^^n,Lna^	 b_,ndary
	 iay^r	 dE	 FS =pment	 ^n ^E^t^oc,	 3	 ^;-'	 ^
_	
1.r^^	 ^:^_^;	 ^mEd	 to r,a.,e	 ^.	 _^restanr_	 ,el_^- -;.y	 Sri	 the	 y-di'rF;,ri^r► ,	
3
r^	 t-.^_e	 ^r	 ^xp:^---.	 :3^
	 'a^Y,ti.:zan in temp^ta^^xE
	 Hn^aeF:er,	 the
r^:r.^:ECa• .r te	 L:	 .:t.	 a^-
	
aiLZr_err •.	 t .c	 th_	
r^`	
^_ev
F^c	 r?-e
	 ^x^uymtr;Er	 :^	 :g.ve b,des	 ^:.n^^dered	 r. r_h,s, s:.udy,
,.
._3n be takEn to be`-r	 -h^.^•..=E..^.^^	 w.^v= =.y	 ai3meter	 fDM
°: f't,p	 .• `t_..ra^	 ::.	 the a.cdel diam^et	 (D)	 and the mcmEntum th^ckr^^ss
^^^zm:ired f r ^rn	 • h^	 c^^'	 pxa^:e lamzn3r b^u^da^y
	 ^ay^r exprass^nn
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'	 6m =	 0 6640x5 (103)
j
•x^
^
(
^^V
;vL	 ^
',	 where the dlstart^e x can e be-approximated by the model diameter', This
gi ves an Fxpresei^n fcx the heat flux as
0.5
	 1.75	 0.75	 0.25q = constant u L CP 	L!T (L /D)	 D	 V^	 UL (104)
L
^;
':.
"	 II 	 Expressing rhl^ in term€ cf the Nusselr number,
I
II	 D	 D	 ^	 0.5	 175	 0.75 0.25Nis. = 
LTA k	 = ^ons>:ant	 A k_	 pL Cp 	(L/D)	 D	 V^ 1)L
-	
or,	 in terms	 .-f dimensi,ness gsiantities
^	 ^F
b	
^	 rV	 ^ D	p.75.^
i^."	 ccnsLant	 0.5N^	 =	 (LiD) «	 LE^	 i (105}CA
-1^	 ja
L	 L ,t`	 y
^ ^
']	 i	 A^ detetm^r^ed -by B111Et,	 EI.11.,	 and 'Weir	 [24] ,	 the area coefficient
^;	 `	 'CA,	 f.^	 the	 z^^c_:^iil^eY	 ogive can be exp!'essed as
^,
^	 ^
I	 GA`= constant	 ^	 (L/D)^' 19 (106)
i
^	 and 
F	
c	 tk^^ gcarter-^a:^ibet	 ogive,
s
e'	 I:..	 :.
.• ^	 i	 GA =
	
con	 tang.	 ^	 (L/D)1 ^ 18
,;
i
^-	 ^^
IE
i,
.^	 ^
(.1071
^"_
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Since these two expressions are almost identical, :the theoretical
Eetimscr :^f the Nu_selr number for either model is
Nu = constant	 (L/D) 0-68Re0.75	 Pr Clos:^
This expLessi^n wi_1 be evmpared to the empirical. determination o£
*_he Nus=elt number gin. Chapter IV
4 i	 I ntcoduction
—_
i^^
Correlation of experimental data is an important aspect of bath
-the en sainment and the B-factor thearies^ 	 In addition, correlation
of experamen al measurements af =avitatan numbers, ..cavity geametry,
j
I
ant? :avi[y tl:,w coeffi^^ents help . to simplify. analysis of these data- 	 ^'
in this	 - hapter ,	 r_he cur 'e-fir_ methcd used. to correlate the da^a _n
^	 G th_: study 2s pxcserr*_ed,	 and r_he, resulting Empirical Correlations
I
Y ,	 j
i are Fresen*^ and dit<ssFd 	 Dana correlatzans obtained by other
^x0.	 I ir^s.e: c igatcrs are also g;ven to Lompacson
^.
k}'
u 2
	 ^a: ve^Fit ^1eLh od
^^	 ;
^,
---	 —
-.
^'	 ^^^ , In	 Cfia	 _er	 :II.	 arc	 zr^.,a^.	 relatit^ns	 rcr .the. ^^arcus`P '	 +	 -	 P
^. 3
^'	 j
^- ^
8^rner,sonless	 ::a.^icy ticw paraR;eLers'were as_umea to be of the '
.
^^
3
^
gecer^l	 f:,rm
I
ji
::	 ^
g ^ G
	
Ga
	Ha	. ,	 (109)
_	 i,
I
^
`;	 ;, whEre F =_= Thr qu.an^.zty tc be correlated,	 G, H,	 • •	 are the
:- ,	 i
^r-	 j relevaq^.	 =,;allrrg paramEters; 	 and C,	 ^e,	 R,	 af`e constants,	 Taking
::
^
e
tfe r,7 tural IugarLrhm `Lf bosh sides yields
-•	 f
t,	 i
"/
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Lr.F	 inG ^ a 1nG	 B 1nN t	 11:0)
Th:^ equation :5 l:near in CE[ m5 cf the t^garithm o: the p3ramecer^
Ihe -:^ndard 1^33t-^g4are- .:..rv e -tit method can be alp::ed (seer
for Ex^a.ple, Becket and Hutt (^o^i '^ 5^1vE f:,- the ^nkncwns C, a,
B, .
Ihe pr^_edurE invcl:es m:n.m:zing the sum of tt,e squa:ES •.f the
d:itEren:e becweEn the Experimental and ca:_ulaceu ^elues .:.t ct•^e
lcgar:thm et F, which ^fln bE expressed as
N
;.r.F - 1nF^` _ ^	 ,	 ail.?
^ahere N ^s ;'rye number .r data p^:nt s 3r,d the _:tna indicate- expec:-
mer^t^i va:ut=	 31bst:tut:c.3 Equac::,n 110 ► tort EgLation (111)
y:t .ds
N
1
wt.erf ;.' - .r,..	 N ew,	 m_c..rt,:ze th2 avan t .^y u, • he ^.^'!:3t
dEr: ^t..e :s c^ken v	 •^=pay	 t- E^;h unKncwn .. , a, B,
out sE: _acs: co ze:^_	 Ir,.^ y:e.^s .. .ec ..1 s1mu.:ane..u5 Eq^.a:ions
wh1Ch ;d[^ be Exp es= E1 a-
4'
N
	
N
	
N
' B(. 11nH^j	 •	 _ ^	 •:rig
1	 1
N	 N
	
N
	
N
1	 I	 1
a r. d
N	 N	 N
	
N
C'(i 1nH) + ^^^ (1nG)(luH) j
 . BiL (1nH;`J
	
-
	
- ^ t1uF^ .'.H'
1
_:3^
Eq..dtl^ns (:I^1 at2 a system oI ilntar algebra:: ^qua^^_^.-
dr, 1 sfc ^^.1 eCt IOC iGc ^nkr.. • wns by stdndara R.a [ iX Lt•:nLl.tuc^	 i!'FLI,
l
= jC...c L = E
	 oll UI !hE UGKi..Wn^ an the i..'^E1^^..^ EX1+ c=^1:Q,
Eq,.^t i_^n 1;09!, have bEcr. dt' =rR,lr.cd
	 1'nis • e .hn.q^^ ^z= u-^:. : .
OtCE[R,1nE X11 : a !.IIE .G: "Ela'.JG^ uSEd .I. 'fiib ^:1aCly
•	 : .,^ N,, R,bt.	 ^r.d BI: %kag2 i:I L E
,,^..	 :•; ,-r,g h
	 D1 N •E mac _	 1E • E.	 -^	 ^^.•IE=
'fit 2t'
	 d qU^'.:c'-:al:bc^	 ^	 E r c c• T. Jfl	 ^	 .^'	 Et'_.
► kt.r jl:• co! ..r.ca :^.a :n the :i0 5	 m ate_ -..	 _ r,c._. .,,r
 moot.
d:3R-'r:.. OI L 1!y (i 5!5 r oC)1 C S.^ -.m	 F.r Ihl^-'	 he ^^_	 .
..i mC.]ct d:dmt:El :: r .-C =c.;C:.•fl d1omE[c
	 a[E y'^.'2 ^2.ai1 .:. 't,a;
b..ck3ge EItf,:t^ e IE n-^.lgl:llt	 H: WE E[^ 13'y :bia,n2d In it'ia^
^dy wefe CdkeG 1G Cf^E 3 g i.R, ^urnntl i:.r mC.i-. 7:oR,c:Lc.a JC 0 635
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and 0 . 318 cm. This corzesponds to model to test section diameter
ratios ( D/DT) of 0.167 and 0.083
	
Thus, the blockage effects fcr
these data are important. in addition, data were obtained by
Hord ( 15j on the quarter -caliber ogive for a D/D T equal to 0 308
Details of the analysis of the data obtained by Hord are given in
Appendix B	 The resulting data correlations in the form
o = C 5 (L/D) n	(114 ►
are given in Table III for the two model contours and various va^ues
of D/DT.
The cavitation number correlations in Table III are pl , t-ed :r.
Figure 40 for the zero -caliber ogive and in Figure 41 fer the quarter-
caliber ogive The symbols on these figures indicate an average
of at least 40 data points. Referring to the figures, it can be
seen g hat as the model to test section diameter ratrc increase-, ^he
cavitation number increases for a given dimensionles = cavity length
Thus, blockage effects can significantly affect the ca^^itaticn number
In fact, the data by Nord [15j is so strongly affected by bio;kage
chat he assumed that the cavitation number was independent .f
dimensionless cavity length and grand averaged all of h:s data
However, the curve-fit of his data in this study does show a weak
dependence on L/D as shown by the upper curve in Figure 41.
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Une method to correct measured cavitation numbers affected by
blockage is to determine the blockage correctton factor (N B ) defined
3S
N =	
cavitation number	 (115)
B	 unblocked cavitation number
Figure 42 gives the blockage correction factor as a function of
dimensionless cavity length and model to test section diameter ratio
for the two model contours. It can be seen from the figure that NB
increases with increasing L/D and D/DT	The blockage correction
fa:!or also appears to be nearly independent of nose contour fir the
models considered, Expressions for N B may be determined from the
corresponding cavitation number correla[ions in Table III.
4 4 Entrainment Theory Correlations
As discussed in Chapter III, employment of the entrainment
theory requires empirical correlations of the cavity area coefficient,
^vity flow coefficient, and Nusselt number 	 The correlative
expressions are given by Equations (15), (14), and (16) respectively
The correlation of the cavity area coefficient was made ftom
the data given by Billet, Holl, and Weir [24] for zero- and quarter-
:aliber ogives with model diameters of 1.27 and 0.635 cm for a range
f. velocities and dimensionless cavity lengths in water- These
„rrelations are shown as the solid lines in Figures 9 and 10
50
The correlations of flow coefficients were
given by Billet and Weir (26-27] for zero- and
with model diameters of 127, 0 635, and 0.318
velocities and cavity lengths in water. These
shown as the solid lines in Figures 11-16,
Correlations of Nusselt numbers were made
mane from the data
quarter-:aliber ogives
cm tar a range of
correlau ons are
from maximum
temperature depression data obtained in this study for zero- and
quarter-caliber ogives with model diameters cf 0 . 635 cm in water and
model diameters of 0.635 and 0.318 cm in Freon 113, and data obtained
by Fricks [18] for zero- and quarter-caliber ogive= with model
diameters cf 0:318 cm in Freon 113
	
The ranges ii velocity;
temperature, and dimensionless cavity length employed in this study
are given in Table II. In additi:.n, a correlation for the Nusselt
number was determined from the temperature depre-si g n data taken by
Hord (15] on quarter-caliber ogives in nttrcger. and hydregen (see
append:x B)-
The ._onstants and exponents f;,r all of the data correlations are
given in Table IV. These include the correlations fct the zero- and
quarter-:.aliber ogive data obtained in th:s study, the correlations
for the quarter-caliber ogive data obtained by Hord [15], and the
theoretr;.al Nusselt number relaticnship obtained ;n Chapter III
The pertinent equations are referenced in the table,
Orate the correlations of the area coefficient, flow coefficient,
and Nusselt number have been determrned, an expression l^r the
maximum temperature depression can be determined from Equation (13)
5i
The resulting correlations in the form of Equattcn (1'r ace also
given in Table IV and plotted as solid lines on Figure 30 t^ 32 fir
the zero-caliber ogives and Figures 33 to 35 for the quarter-caliber
egives
Comparison of the correlative expressions can be made by
refert.ng to Table IV	 The caclty area ccerficienc (CA ) fir the
two model contours have almost the same dependencE cn dimensionless
:^vtty length (L/D), and CA for the zero-caliber ogive is about cwicE
that for the quarter-caliber ogive 	 The cavity flew coeffi^:en- (CQ)
.orrelations also have about the same dependence ^n L:D 	 However,
the REynclds number (Re) and the FroudE number (Fr) exponents on the
CQ :otrelation for the quarter-caliber ogtve are greater than for the
zero-_aliber cgi^e, reflecting the greater dependence of C Q on
^elccity and model diameter for the mete streamlined body
Comparison of the threE empirical Nu^selt number (Nu)
ExprESSi^r^s indicates relatively good agrEemenc Ex^Ept for the
Prtir,dtl number (Pr) exponent
	 "fhe L/D Exponents range trcm - 0 %4
• o - 1 35, the Re expcnencs from 1.00 to 1 39, ar.d the Fr exponents
from 0 ^4 to 0 56	 All of thesE Exponents havE the samE =tgn and
dCE ^I the same c y der for like terms	 However, -t• _ expanent^ ^n Pr
vary greatly from 0 OS tc 0 84- Thus, the rile _: she P-andtl number
rn chE Entrainmenr theory correlations is uncie3r
The theoretical estimate of the Nusse;t number derived in
ChaptEr III i^ given in Table IV for comparison with the Empici.al
otrelat:ons	 It can he seen from the Table that the theoretical
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Exponents on L/D and Pr are slightly greater and the exponer . cs cn Re
^rE slightly less than the range of exponents determined fr;,m r_he
data	 However, the overall agreement between theory and experiment
is gt:ite good.
Examining the maximum temperature depressior. (nTmax^
..rre:ati:,ns, it can be seen that the exponent = all have =imilar
srgns icr like terms, and they all agcee qualitatively Except for the
Prandci number exponents. Thus, although the 
''Tmax 
data fcr the
zEro-caliber og :ves shows a trend with velocity and model diamECer
which is opposite that of the quarter-caliber ogi a date, chE
GI	 expressions are consistent when expre = = ed in terms cf
mdX
dimension :ess parameters in chat the exponer. cs ^•r. .ike *_erms have the
same sign, in addition, referring t^ FigurE = 30 t:. 35, the empiri_^.
Tmax correlations are a good curve- ilt c^ the experimental data,
,rich the standard deviation being 0 25 ^ for the zero -caliber cgivE
and 0 0^ G fcr the quarter-caliber cgive
^. 5 B-Factor Theory Correlations
Correlations ^f temperarure depressi n sa*_a i =: dE•el:.ped
ca,i*:es have been made by several investigators using the B -fa_tor
cheery	 A summary of the various correlaticn^ are given in Table ti
As sh:.wn in the table, threE different methods of -:,aiculating the
B-factor have been used, and the correlat::,ns a :E expresses in the
t^rw of Equation (32)
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The exponents on tt ►e liquid thermal diffusivity (a L ) vary
widely from 3.52 to - 1.00 showing no consistent trends 	 This :s
similar to the problem with the Yrandtl number exponents in the
entrainment theory. The model diameter exponents are also
inconsistent, but the only two experiments that varied model diame*.er
had very different model geometries. The free stream velocity (V^),
cavity length (L), and kinematic viscosity (v L ) exponents are each
fairly consistent. Direct comparison of the B-factor and entrainment
theory correlations were not made due to the fact that differen^
physical reasoning was used to develop the two Theories, and
different curve-fit methods were used to determine the exponents
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
5.1 Theoretical Considerations
The entrainment theory and the B-factor theery are semi-
empirical methods to describe thermodynamic phenomena rn developed
cavitation	 They have been successfully applied to correlate
measured cavity temperature depression data
	 The entrainment theory,
however, is a more physical approach derived from a simple energy
balance that accounts for the cavity geometry, vapor mass flow rate,
and heat transfer mechanisms- The entrainment theory can also be
derived from an approximate solution to the equations of motion
for a two phase, two-dimensional laminar bcundary layer 	 A
theoretical analysis of the cavity heat transfer mechanism based on
a method proposed by Brennen [30J yields an expressi:,n for the
Nusselt number which agrees in part with empirical res.;lts
5.2 Cavitation Numbers and Blockage
The cavitation number based on cavity pressure rs an important
parameter for describing developed cavities	 The experimental data
show that the cavitation number is solely a functi3n of dimensionless
cavity length and is independent of velocity, temperature, model
diameter, and working fluid for a given mcdel cont^ut and model to
sy
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test section diameter ratio The cavitation number, when based on
a local pressure within the cavity, is nearly ccn^cant fer the first
60% of the cavity, then decreases rapidly near the cavity closure
point due to the increase in cavity pressure
Blockage can have a significant effect on measured cavitaticn
numbers. A good measure of tunnel blockage fot axisymmetrlc flows
is ttie ratio of model diameter to test section diameter. As the
tunnel blockage increases, the cavitaticn number also increases fer
a given value of dimensionless cavity length. Fcr severely blocked
conditions, the cavitation number can appear to be independent of
dimensionless cavity length. The blockage ccrrecti^n fa:ter,
defined as the ratio of the cavitation number with bla_kage to the
unblocked cavitation number, is an effective means to _crrect for
blockage effects in that it is nearly independent of n,se contour
Empirical correlaticns of the cavitaticn number and thr blockage
=^rrection factor as a function of dimen^ienless .^vi *y length
have been obtained.
5 . 3 Cavity Area and Flow Coe f ficients
The cavity area coefficient and cavity flow ^oefficienc a:e two
impertant dimensionless parameters employed in the entrainment
theory	 The area coefficient, a dimensionles= representation of
the cavity surface area, is determined from photographs ci developed
cavity profiles. The flow coefficient, a dimensicnless
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representa a on of the volume flow rate of vapor through the cavity,
is determined by measuring the volume flow race cf ga- needed to
sustain a ventilated cavity.
The experimentally determined area coef ucient is s^=lely a
function of dimensionless cavity length	 Fo: different model contours,
the magnitude of the area coefficient changES, b>lc its dependence on
dimen=:onlESS cavity length remains r,eatiy the same 	 'f he
experimentally determined flow coefftcteni increases wtih increasing
vElocicy, model diameter, and dtmensionless cavity lEngth
	
For
different model contours, the dEpendence cf the flow : oefficient on
d:menstcnle^s cavity length remains nearly the same, but its
dependence en velocity and model diameter i^ greater for the mite
streamlined quarter -caliber ogtve than for the zE:^- ^aiiber ogive
Emptri^al correlations of the area and flew ccetft _:E nts with the
pertinent Clow parameters have been decErm:nEa
5 4 Mea s ured Temperature Depressions
Meast,rements of the difference between Lhe tree ^t^eam
LEmpeCatLte and Che cdvlLy temperature wErE R,3ac iCr 3 ^aC:ety Of
flow -anditions. These data, along with da ► ^ ^bia:red by ether
:n^esu gators, provtde a wealth of information ..r, erring thecme-
dynamic effects on developed cavitation
The axial variation of temperature deprE -si^r.^ within the
,^tty was found to be linear, with the maxtmum tert,pErature
depresston occurring near the leading edge of the cavity
	
The
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mexirt.um temperatu r e depression Increases ,with increasing
dimensionless cavity length and free scream temperature 	 H^^ae^^er,
the maximum tempera wre depression in-:reuses with in: ► easing LrEe
stream velocity and model diameter ter the q,iac*er- ^liber cgices,
but his the :,pp.,si[e ;.rend for the zero-_al:bet •agi.e- 	 A1. '-Tmax
date show c_nsistent :rends whan znolyzed ir. tE:ms of Rtyn..;ds
number, Prar^a^l number, PeciE • number, Froude number, and
d,mensionless cavity length :n the ccnrex ► ui the encrair,menc theocy
because the signs .:f like terms y re chE szme	 The maximum
tempera ► uie dep:ESSion dates ha••e been used to aEtarcuir.e Nus=eic
ni.mber re _ ati„ns for developed cavities, ahi•r.. ,when aml,l.^yed with
the ^ncra:nment thEOry, can be ^-td t^ cat:m^tE ca lty t2Rpe.3tu:c
depre=sions.
5 ^ Re_^mmtr.dat i.ns i .:r_Eurthe^ St d,
Ih^^e ba-i;. pr • bl^ms . ^n•erning *hermodvc,am:^_ ei:ects ni
devel., pEd ca^it3ti.. n r.tCa turthtr study	 First, the tttec.r JI mode!
coniiguraci n or. tempera *_ ire dEpreti^i^^u^ has n ..t beer. yaeq^a^e.y
dr!Frmiued
	
Additional ExFarimEntai tiara is needed c^ ex p end *_he
applu^ri _ n ai the en*_ • ^inmtnc theory to aaai - i.^^v. •,^.. and three
aimer.s:. ,no, b;.diEa
5ec.ond, an Ex ? er.si:.r^ of present chE.::e- ,h^•ula be a:cempc^a
^fac w ,,.d account icr the e >. fecis of mode! ga._ii.rtry ;,n the ^a^:ty
hear. cransier mEChanism-	 :n addition, m^_rr ex En-ive and gentrdi
tneor^ • :..al anaiysES ci rhe:n,odyndmic ette.ts shocld be c:^nductEd
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Third, the role of the fluid property Germs, especially the
Prandtl number and/or thermal diffusivity, lu the ctrermodynamics
of developed cavities remains unclear. Further experimentation
is needed ever a wider range of temperatures :n many different fluids
co fucther define the effects of fluid property variations 	 Also,
attempts should be made t= determine ]i ^dpor fluid properties other
than vapor density have an effect on the ;.a.ity ^emperacure
depression
59
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APPEND'.X A
THERMOCOUPLE FABRICATION AND
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
Cavity temperatures were meaGured with _^ppEr-c^r►s:antan
thermocouples installed in the cavity temperature models 	 'Three
thermocouples were constructed from G 010 ..m diameter .acre stock
vetch a 0 00025 ^m polyurethane coar.tng
	 T:, c_:m the thcTmo=Duple
bead, the insulation •aas carefully stripped away from one end of the
.v:res and the topper and .onstantan wares *,w:s^Ea t^gecher 	 The
wirE= WE re then welded with a hetcum atmosphE^E art-welder whi:h
t:,rmed the bead• ThE bead was rEintorced with a sm31! amount .:f
epoxy cement and the leads coaled with enamel paint to prevent
sr^;*^.
I'he ^herm^couple= were then str,,ng _h • .ugh -hr them,:Duple
rt- ar,d out the rEar of the test m_ael
	 Ea h sFC :;f .eads ,aas
late • h • ^.ugh 26-gauge teflon • ubing tha ►. Ex*.ended tnro the modEl
fcc added protECtion
	 ThE thermoco.,plES werE p_;itioned in the ports
su:h that the beads prctrudEd dust ab:.ve the model surface
	 The
remaining space in the por! was filled with ^pcxy cement to secure
the bead to position	 The tEtlon tubes holding the thermx Duple
leads were an.hoced to the rear ci the modE. using general ElPctri:
Ri ;
 _ompound. The model was then in4erted _nt^^ the sting-mount
^3
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with • he tubing running through one cf the stings- Finally, the
tubing with the thermocouple leads inside was anchored inside the
sting with epoxy'
the model wa y rhen installed in she cunnei, w: ►.h r.he leads
exiting through the runnel wall	 The Tree Thermo=ouple- were each
ionne^_ced :n sec :es w^ch :he iree ^ *reaR. the:ru_:cup:e, and the
procedure c^^mplated.
APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA OBTAINED
BY J HORD
Extensive data of measured pressure and cempEratc , re deprESSions
for developed cavities on yuarter -calibEr ogt^^es we ► E m,de by
Hord (15J	 These data were obt <, ined in ltglitd hvdr ^_ gen and liquid
nitrogen for model diameters of 0 533, 0 90^, and 1 067 cm for a
variECy .,^f flow conditions	 The data are presen^Ed in tabular form
ac the end of his report, making it Easy co analyzE 	 The tkermo-
phy-:cal p • ^perties of liquid hydre. gen and nitrogen are ava:iable
fr_m the Na?tonal Bureau of Standards in References (a:) and j42]
To drtErmine the ^avttation number as a tunc.i^n cl
dtm^nsi^mess cavity length, the cavity pressure measured a^ the
.rading Edge pressure port, fret scream pressure, and tree stream
_._:icy mere used
	
ThE empiri . al _orrElation ^aa= then determrned
bt^ :..eve-ii!t:ng the resulting data	 Three d.f^E-ant m::det
dtan^E•ers were tested, but only one value or model t,. -es t. section
a.an:eter ratio was tested 51nCE thrEe -_^:ed ►.tst st.:ticns were
used
ThE entrainment theory was also app^ . ed ^o the temperature
depression data. Due to the large volume ct da,a, linear
excrapa;attons to the leading Edge cf she cavity were not made.
^5
6h
The tempe•^ •
_'e dep^es^ion measured a ►
 the iE^o:r.g dg ther7, o„pie
^_^- :.nsihered t:. be the maxim,.m tempC:,tuce dep^e:=icn
	 ThE
Nus^tiC number CQ::ca^!l^n Wa= then dE!f:mi^lEd ^^:t}g !'r^- [ti^ x:m;:m
trmpet^tu:e deper^.-:.r^ d^.a and the i,^w ..etf:_lfn •
 and a•ra
cce:ftcient ;E;4:t,:n^ .;o^ fined in this study
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TABl.F: I I (COtiT. }
^o ,	 n , ^^
^^ IMIaTAI. 341TA OF IHF:k?tUD1':•ia>?lf	 EfFE(.:1'ti	 i7ti
DEa'IiLnn^^D
	 ('^1^'ll'^ti"I^(t"'
`todel
	 Fluid Lm•e•^tigac^,rs "^,^3e1 R:ui^;r	 c>t L,,/Il T	 (°K) ^^^
?^i.ir...:t^^r.;
	 (cm} Yara:rcter^ '	 1,
Hydrn^en fiord ?^.i33,
	 0.9(11 ?fin. I.t^ ^t1.3 l.v	 1p-=(^fit•
	19;3) I.U" '•f.^x. ..t, ^?3.] 4.i.i
	 1©-`'
tiitr.+^;rn Eivrd i?.i_)3,	 i?.^Qi fin. (t,5 7h.^ 5.^	 ^	 1p'3
fiber (M.^v	 19131 F.n; Mas. > .,
Freon-113 Th9s titud^• .t. ;I,^,,	 i:.r,{5 Miu. ^.^ 313.:' 4.h	 10_3
*tai:. ,.?) 3s,1., l.0	 I^-.
.. i	 .	 .•
t	 o	 i
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^'. (m/sec)
	 '.T (`R)
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TABLE iIi
Ci►ViTATiON NUMBEFc CORRELATIONS
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Figure l: Photograph of 3.8 cm Ultra-High-Speed Cavitation Tunnel
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Figure 2: Description of the Nose Contour of Ogive Test Models
Figure 3: Photograph of Test Models for Cavity Pressure
Measurements
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Figure 3: Photograph of Test Models for Casity Pressure
Measurements
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Figure 4: Photograph of Test Models for Cavity Temperature
Measurements
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Figure 5: Photograph of a Developed Cavity on a 7.ero-Caliber
Ogive in Water (D = 0.635 cm, V^ = 19.5 m/sec, and
L/D = 5)
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Figure 6: Photograph of a Developed Cavity on a Quarter-Caliber
Ogive in Water (D = 0.635 cm, V^ = 19.5 m/sec, and
L/D = 5)
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Figure 7: Photograph of a Developed Cavity on a Zero-Caliber
Ogive in Freon 113 (D = 0.635 cm, ^ = 19.5 m/sec,
and L/D = 5)
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Figure 8: Photograph of a Developed Cavity on aQuarter-Caliber
Ogive in Freon 113 (D = 0.635 cm, V^ = 19.5 m/sec,
and L/I► = S)
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Figure 14: Flow Coefficient Versus Cavitation Number for the
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Fig^:re 21: Cavitation Number Versus Free Stream Temperature
for the 0.318 cm Diameter Quarter-Caliber Ogive
in the 3.8 cm Tunnel (ll/DT = 0.083)
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Figure 23: Cavitation Number Versus Dimensionless Axial
Position for the 0.318 cm Diameter Zero-Caliber
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Figure 24: Cavitation Number Versus Dimensionless Axial
Position for the 0.635 cm Diameter Zero-Caliber
Ogive in the 3.8 cm Tunnel
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Figure 25: Cavitation Number Versus Dimensionless Axial
Position for the 0.318 cm Diameter Quarter-Caliber
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Figure 26: Cavitation Number Versu= Dimensionless Axial Position
for the 0.635 cm Diameter Quarter-Caliber Ogive in
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Figure 27: Typical Temperature Depression Versus Dimensionless
Axial Position Data for the 0.318 cm Diameter Zero—
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Figure 31: Maximum Temperature Depression Versus Free Stream
Temperature for the 0.635 cm Diameter Zero-Caliber
give in Freon 113
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Figure 32: Maximum Temperature Depression Versus Free Stream
Temperature for the 0.635 cm Diameter Zero-Caliber
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Figure 34: Maxi ►num Temperature Depression Versus Free Stream
Temperature for the 0.635 cm Diameter Quarter-Caliber
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Figure 37: Two-Phase Laminar Boundary Layer Model
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Figure 39: Turbulent Boundary Layer Heat Transfer Model
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Length for the Zero- and Quarter-Caliber Ogives
